Year 6 Curriculum Map
This document outlines the areas of learning for your child this term. It has been
adjusted to take into account that this learning may not be taking place in school.

Summer 1
Crime and Punishment
Literacy

We will continue to send home writing tasks that
are based on our topic of Crime and Punishment.
Tasks will be a range of Fiction and Non-Fiction
writing.

Core Texts

A range of story books and non-fiction texts will be
used for answering comprehension questions and
learning about our topics. These will be made
available online or via the home learning booklets.

Reading

Epic! Reader books (home reading books will be
assigned to children on this online platform)
Reading home books for pleasure
Storytime videos on DB Primary

Mathematics

Statistics
Fractions
Length and Angles
Co-Ordinates
Circulation

Science
Humanities

Crime and Punishment
(History)

Art and Design

Pop Art: Andy Warhol

PE and Health

Joe Wicks ‘PE with Joe’
Cosmic Yoga
GoNoodle
Available on Youtube

Music

ARK Music Curriculum

Computing

DB Primary Activities
PSHE Online Safety and Wellbeing

Bentworth Road
London
W12 7AJ
Tel 020 87432527
info@arkbentworth.org
www.arkbentworth.org

Year 6 Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 4
Support for Home Learning can be found at y.6@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/
Accelerated Reader
https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/
Oak National Academy
https://www.thenational.academy/
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.
Reading
Writing
Maths
Spelling
The wider
Curriculum

Children should read for 45 minutes daily.
Comprehension activities, which are to be recorded in exercise book.
Reading lesson on Oak National Academy.
Children will write a shop description based on the clip ‘Alma’.
Check video tutorial provided on DB Primary.
Daily Maths Lesson on Oak National Academy (where applicable)
Daily Maths lesson in booklets, recorded in Maths Book.
Check links and video tutorials provided on DB Primary.
Spelling ‘ei’ and ‘ie’ words
Check video tutorial provided on DB Primary.
Spelling activities can be accessed on DB Primary.
Grammar and punctuation: Complete the SPAG activity mat.
Humanities: Exploring crime and punishment during the Anglo-Saxon period.
Art – Introduction to Pop Art and creating a DB artwork
PSE – Maintaining privacy online
Music- Singing. Go to: www.arkmusicresources.co.uk (Password:

MusicResources) and click on the KS2 link.
Extra
Activities

Websites

Learn a new skill on YouTube. I have started to learn French and I am really
enjoying it! Consider the following:
Yoga: Cosmic Kids Yoga
Drawing: Art for Kids Hub
Singing: Superior Singing

http://www.iseemaths.com/home-lessons/
https://ed.ted.com/
Search ‘Horrible Histories Anglo-Saxons crime and punishment’ and click on
the second link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu7lBDXp0Lc

Many thanks for your continued support,
Miss Dairo and Miss Oudomvilay (Year 5 and 6 Subject Specialist Teachers)

Aiming High, Achieving Together

Hello Year 6 and parent/carers
A weekly overview of the learning for the week is included in the Learning Log for Year 6. If
you need more information, please email me at y.6@arkbentworthprimary.org for any
questions Maths or Science related.
Pack 4 has more links to online videos and online content. The printed packs will
support the content covered on the Oak National Academy website and my own
tutorials posted on DB. There will be links provided in the pack when needed
and work should be recorded in the Maths book.
Thank you, stay well, stay safe and I hope to hear from you,

Pack 4
Session 1

• Warm Up: Mathletics - Multiplication x 2
• Main Lesson: Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 1
Fractions
• Independent Work : See Session 1 Maths in booklet

Pack 4
Session 2

• Warm Up: Mathletics – Division x 2
• Main Lesson: Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 2
Fractions
• Independent work: See Session 2 Maths in booklet
• Art: What is Pop Art? See booklet and DB Primary
• PSE: Protect your privacy online
• Warm Up: Mathletics – Multiplication x 2
• Main Lesson: Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 3
Fractions
• Independent work: See Session 3 Maths in booklet
• Science: The Circulatory System
• PE with Joe Wicks: Search YouTube ‘The Body Coach TV’
• Yoga for mindfulness: Search YouTube ‘Cosmic Yoga’
• Maths: Arithmetic Test (30 mins)

Pack 4
Session 3

Pack 4
Session 4

Pack 4
Session 5

• Warm Up: Mathletics – Division x 2
• Main Lesson: Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 4
and 5 Fractions
• Independent work: See Session 5 Maths in booklet

Session 1 Maths
• Complete the Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 1 on Improper Fractions
Reasoning with Improper Fractions (include full sentences and diagrams)
4

1) Show Me: Two improper fractions more than and 3.
3

2) Odd One Out:

4
3

12
9

10
5

3) Always Sometimes Never: An improper fraction can have a negative value.
Problem Solving with Fractions – (Full sentences and working out)
Farey Sequences NRich

If I gave you a list of decimals, you might find it quite straightforward to put them in
order of size. But what about ordering fractions?
A man called John Farey investigated sequences of fractions in order of size - they are
called Farey Sequences.
The third Farey Sequence,

F3, looks like this:

It lists in order all the fractions between
denominators up to and including 3.

0 and 1, in their simplest forms, with

F4 lists all the fractions between 0 and 1, in their simplest forms, with denominators
up to and including 4. Can you write it out? Click below to check once you've had a
go.

Now that you've got the hang of it, write
Which extra fractions are in

F5.

F5 which weren't in F4?

Which extra fractions will be in F6 which aren't in
Where will they appear in the sequence?

F5?

Session 2 – Maths
• Complete the Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 2 on Fractions
Reasoning with Mixed Numbers (include full sentences and diagrams)
1) Show Me: Two mixed numbers that are between 5 and 7. A number line might support
your answer.

2) Odd One Out:

3

1
3

4

2
6

5

3
9

3) Always Sometimes Never: Mixed numbers can have an equal value, if the fractions have
different numerators.
Problem Solving with Fractions (include full sentences and working out)
You will need to download and print out this jigsaw (or draw the pieces on squared paper),
and cut up the pieces into squares (don't cut along the diagonal lines!).

Now try to put the square pieces together without rotating any of them (so that in the
finished jigsaw all the numbers are the right way up).
Two pieces may only go next to each other if the edges that touch contain fractions that are
equivalent.

Session 2 – Art
See DB Primary Year 6 Blog: ‘Art with Miss O – Lesson 1 Pop Art’

Session 2 PSE – Protecting your privacy online

Read the scenarios above and answer the questions below
Example 1
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Example 2
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Example 3
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Session 3 – Maths
• Complete the Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 3 on Fractions
Reasoning with Mixed Numbers ( include full sentences and diagrams)
1) Show Me: KoKo says that:

2

‘4 > 4
2) Odd One Out:

5

1

’ Is KoKo correct? Explain how you know.

10

2

2
7

3) Always Sometimes Never: A mixed number can be represented as a fraction, a decimal
and a percentage.

Problem Solving with Fractions (include full sentences and working out)
Matching Fractions Decimals and Percetanges – NRich

The aim of this game is to match pairs of cards.
Click on a card in the interactivity below to turn it over. Then
click on another one. If the two cards match, they will stay
face-up. If the two cards do not match, they will return to
being face-down.
The game ends when all the cards have been matched in
pairs.
Search google: NRich Fractions Decimals and Percentages

Session 3 - Science
New topic: The Human Body and the Circulatory System

Existing Knowledge:
What do you know about the heart, the circulatory system and what it means to have
a healthy lifestyle?
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Session 1:

What is the circulatory system?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary



The circulatory system consists of three independent
systems that work together.



The heart (cardiovascular), the lungs (pulmonary) and
arteries, veins, coronary and portal vessels (systemic).



The system is responsible for the flow of blood, nutrients,
oxygen and other gases, and as well as hormones to and
from cells.



Circulatory system



Heart



Cardiovascular



Nutrients



Oxygen

Task: Look at the image of the heart and think about how blood travels around the body.
Put your hand on your heart and feel your heart beat. What does it feel like? How do you think
your heart is moving your blood around your body?

Write your ideas here:

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
3

What makes up our circulatory system?
Your circulatory system is made up of three parts: the heart, the blood vessels and
the blood itself.
Your heart keeps all the blood in your circulatory system flowing. The blood travels through a
network of blood vessels to every part of your body. It carries important materials such as
oxygen, water and nutrients and it also removes waste products like carbon dioxide.
The circulatory system contains three different types of blood vessels and these blood vessels
make sure the blood gets to every single part of your body. The different types of blood vessels are:
 Arteries
 Veins
 Capillaries
The arteries carry blood away from the heart (remember ‘a’ for arteries with ’a’ for taking
blood away from the heart) and the veins carry it back. The capillaries have thinner walls than
the arteries and veins and allow nutrients,
water and oxygen to pass in and out of cells.
Humans have a double circulatory
system which means that the heart pumps
blood to the lungs and back so or bodies can
get rid of carbon dioxide (when we breathe
out) and take in oxygen (when we breathe
in). When our blood has oxygen in it we say
it is oxygenated and when it does not have
oxygen in it we say it is deoxygenated. On
this diagram you can see the oxygenated
blood in red – this is pumped around the
body by the heart (away from the heart)
through the arteries and capillaries. When
the oxygen has been used by the parts of the
body, the blood then travels back to the heart
through the capillaries and veins.

Task: Write five facts about the circulatory system using the information above:

 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
4

5

6

Session 4 – Maths
• Complete the Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 4 on Fractions
• See booklet for Arithmetic Test 5: 30 minute time limit (answers provided)
Session 5 – Maths
• Complete the Oak National Academy Week 1 Lesson 5 on Fractions
Reasoning with Fractions (include full sentences and diagrams)
1) Show Me: KoKo says that:
2) Odd One Out:

10
3

is equal to 3

1

. Is this correct? Explain.

3

4.25

3) Always Sometimes Never: The total of two mixed numbers is a whole number.
Problem Solving with Fractions (include full sentences and diagrams)

Year 6 English and Humanities Pack 4
Writing Task

Watch the ‘Alma’ video (link is on DB Primary) or you can Google
‘Alma Literacy Shed’ and it’s the first link that comes up. Then read the
model text. Your task is to write a description of the outside
appearance of the shop, describing what Alma saw when she came
across it.

You will need to focus on the mood and atmosphere. Try and create a
really sinister and creepy atmosphere. Include similes and metaphors
as well as starting your sentences in a variety of different ways and
using show not tell.

Alma Shop Description (model text)
The shop was different to any other she had ever seen
before. It was art nouveau in style, though the harder she
stared, the more its features puzzled her. It had a large
window with a thick, dark wooden frame; it might have
been oak, she wasn’t sure. The window had three panes
of glass and a most peculiar shape. It wasn’t an oblong or
square, in fact, it was fairly organic-looking and could be
mistaken for looking like a mouth: an open mouth…
screaming. At the top of the window, several smaller
panes looked like a row of small teeth, whilst above that,
on the wall, two small grills gave the appearance of eyes,
watching. Underneath the window, the wall was partly
tiled in a sage green pattern which looked almost like
scales, and large curved embellishments sat in the snow
at pavement level. It really was a most intriguing shop,
and the strange thing was that she didn’t remember
having ever noticed it before. She pondered a second
before turning to add her name to a wall of graffiti
opposite the shop.
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Session 1:

Were the Anglo-Saxons aggressive in their approach to crime
and punishment?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary



People took an oath from the age of 12 that they would not
commit any major crime



Corporal and capital punishment was used regularly to deal
with crimes committed



Officials of the court (known as a Moot) were known as
agents of the King and these royal appointees would preside
in the courts





Moot



Thane



witnesses



innocent



Ordeals

Punishment also included ‘Ordeals’, which were various
tasks e.g. being tied and thrown in the river, that if people
survived, they were seen as innocent in the eyes of God

This timeline shows you the order of British History and how long each time period was
compared to the others. You can come back to this timeline at the beginning of each session
and see where in history you are learning about. You may have studied these time periods in
your other history units – remember the knowledge you have from those lessons!

Reviewing Learning: The Anglo-Saxon Invasion
What can you learn from this map about the impact the Anglo-Saxons had on Britain once the
Romans had left?

When the Romans left
Britain, it was obvious
there would be
changes to the rules
and laws because the
country was invaded
by other tribes of
people who had
different views on life.
4

Anglo-Saxon Crime and Punishment
During the Saxon times, different crimes carried different punishments depending on the
crime itself. Early Anglo-Saxon kings allowed victims of crime to punish the criminals themselves.
If someone was murdered, the family of the victim had the right to track down and kill the
murderer. This system, known as ‘blood feud’, was all about retribution (revenge) and often led to
more violence. Furthermore, it offered no justice for those unable or unwilling to use violence
themselves. By c.1000 England had united into a single Anglo-Saxon kingdom and found more
effective ways of upholding the law. Anglo-Saxon society was based on close-knit farming
communities who shared responsibility for maintaining law and order in the village. By far the
most common crimes were against property, usually in the form of petty theft.
The Anglo-Saxons used two types of trial. The first relied on the local community and used a form
of trial by jury. The jury was made up of men from the village who knew both the accuser and the
accused. The accuser and the accused would give their version of events and it was up to the jury to
decide who was telling the truth. If there was no clear evidence such as an eyewitness to the crime,
the jury decided guilt or innocence based on their knowledge of the people concerned. If the jury
felt that the accuser was more honest than the accused, they would swear an oath that the accused
was guilty. This oath taking was called compurgation. Hodder Education (Alec Fisher & Ed Podesta)

The Anglo-Saxons didn't have prisons. People found guilty of crimes were
either executed or punished with fines. If someone shouted ‘Thief!’ they raised the ‘hue and cry’
and everyone in the village had to stop what they were doing and chase after the criminal or they
would have to pay a fine.
People who hurt or killed others had to pay a fine called ‘Wergild’. This means man price.
Important nobles (thanes) were worth more than farmers (churls). If you didn’t have enough
money to pay the wergild, then you became a slave. Slaves did not pay wergild because they did not
have money. Slaves who committed crimes were whipped, hanged or put in the stocks. If you said
that you were not guilty then you had to find men who would swear you were innocent. These were
called oath helpers. If you could not find oath helpers, then you had to go through an ordeal.
Crime
killing a thane

Wergild
1200 shillings

Crime
cutting off a big toe

Wergild
20 shillings

killing a churl

200 shillings

cutting off a little toe

9 shillings

cutting off a nose

60 shillings

killing a slave

2 shillings to the
owner

cutting off an ear

30 shillings

This is what a Saxon shilling looked like:

Examples of ‘Ordeals’ were:
• Walking at least nine feet on hot coals
• Putting your hand in boiling water
• Picking up a red-hot iron
• Tied up and thrown into a river

Task 1:
Using as much information as you can from above
and based on what you can see in the picture, in
your exercise book write a short, detailed summary
of what you think has happened. Include:


What crime may have been committed



Who committed the crime



How the crime was investigated and by whom



What the punishment was

Task 2:

Anglo- Saxon punishment is often said to be based on an 'eye for an eye' approach.
Do you think this is true? Does Angl0- Saxon punishment seem fair and equal to you?
Write your answer in your exercise book.

The Railway Children by E. Nesbit
Peter had a birthday – his tenth. Among his
presents was a model engine more perfect than
you could ever have dreamed of. The other
presents were full of charm, but the Engine was
fuller of charm than any of the others were.
Its charm lasted in its full perfection for exactly
three days. Then, owing either to Peter’s
inexperience or Phyllis’s good intentions, which
had been rather pressing, or to some other
cause, the Engine suddenly went off with a
bang. James was so frightened that he went
out and did not come back all day. All the
Noah’s Ark people who were in the tender
were broken to bits, but nothing else was hurt
except the poor little engine and the feelings of
Peter.
Father had been away in the country for three
or four days. All Peter’s hopes for the curing of
his aﬄicted Engine were now ﬁxed on his
father, for Father was most wonderfully clever
with his ﬁngers. He could mend all sorts of
things. He had often acted as vetinary surgeon to the wooden rocking-horse; once he had saved
its life when all human aid was despaired of, and the poor creature was given up for lost, and even
the carpenter said he didn’t see his way to do anything. And it was Father who mended his doll’s
cradle when no one else could; and with a little glue and some bits of wood and a penknife made
all the Noah’s Ark beasts as strong on their pins as ever they were, if not stronger.
Peter, with heroic unselﬁshness, did not say anything about his Engine till after Father had had his
dinner and his after-dinner cigar. The unselﬁshness was Mother’s idea – but it was Peter who
carried it out. And it needed a good deal of patience, too.
At last Mother said to Father, ‘Now, dear, if you’re quite rested and quite comfy, we want to tell
you about the great railway accident, and ask your advice.’
‘All right,’ said Father, ‘ﬁre away!’
So then Peter told the sad tale, and fetched what was left of the Engine.
‘Hum,’ said Father, when he had looked the Engine over very carefully.
The children held their breaths.
‘Is there no hope?’ said Peter, in a low, unsteady voice.
‘Hope? Rather! Tons of it,’ said Father, cheerfully; ‘but it’ll want something besides hope – a bit of
brazing, say, or some solder, and a new valve. I think we’d better keep it for a rainy day. In other
words, I’ll give up a Saturday afternoon to it, and you shall help me.’

The Railway Children

1. Circle the correct option to complete the sentences.
(a) Peter’s favourite present was:
the rocking horse

Noah’s Ark

doll’s cradle

the Engine.

(b) After three days it:
stopped working

was on fire

blew up

had good intentions.

1 mark

2. Copy the phrase that shows the Engine was badly damaged.
1 mark

3. “Peter, with heroic unselfishness, did not say anything about his Engine till after
Father had had his dinner and his after-dinner cigar” (paragraph 4).
What should the reader think about Peter’s actions?
1 mark

4. “Once he had saved its life when all human aid was despaired of, and the poor
creature was given up for lost” (paragraph 3).
This sentence about the rocking horse has the same meaning as (tick one):


The rocking horse had been thrown out.

No one could mend the rocking horse, except Father. 
Father had made a replacement rocking horse.

Father had performed surgery on the horse.

1 mark

5. State two reasons why it is appropriate for father to say “fire away!” (paragraph 6).

2 marks

6. Number these events to show the order in which they occurred.


Three days later the engine blew up.

Father went to the country.

Peter told Father about the Engine.

Peter was given the Engine for his 10th Birthday. 
Father returned from the country.

Father will mend the engine on Saturday.

2 marks

Questions
1 Which of these words is not a synonym of ‘squalling’?
crying

howling

agitated

blubbering

wailing [1 mark]

2 Decide whether each statement about the extract is true or false.

[1 mark]
True

False

Rhea Silvia’s parents were related to Aeneas.
Mars rescued Rhea Silvia from the tomb.
Romulus and Remus were raised by a wolf.

3 What is meant by ‘the Gods of Greece gradually shifted ground to the skies over Italy’?
[1 mark]

4 Which repeated word indicates the author’s uncertainty about where the twins’
characteristics came from?

[1 mark]

5 What is implied by ‘A woodpecker perched on a branch nearby to keep watch for
danger. (If this seems strange past belief, you should know that wolf and woodpecker
are creatures sacred to Mars.)’?
[1 mark]

6 Copy the phrase that suggests that the twins’ heritage meant that no harm would
come to them in the river.

[1 mark]

7 Which words and phrases does the author use to reinforce the description that Mars
wooed Rhea Silvia ‘like war besieging a town’? Why do you think the author chose to
[2 marks]
do this when writing about Mars?

8 What impression does the word ‘brawling’ give you about Romulus and Remus’s
relationship with each other?

9 Do you think that Mars was villainous? Give a reason for your answer.

[1 mark]
[1 mark]

10 The actions of other characters determined what happened to Romulus and Remus.
Find two examples in the text of how this statement is true.

[2 marks]
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LO: To spell 'ie' and 'ei' words correctly
1. Copy each sentence with the correct spelling of the world.
a) “I alone in the universe can wield/weild such power,” said Andy.
b) Sarah was very relieved/releived that her sister was okay.
c) Please be breif/brief because I don’t have much time.
d) Don’t do that to the telephone reciever/ receiver- you’ll break it.
e) Don’t try to deceive/ decieve me.
f) The idea was conceived/ concieved by the pupil council members.

2. Write out the words with either ei or ie to complete the word
a) bel_vable b)f___rce
c) n____ghbour
d)r___gn
e) misch___vous

f) hyg___ne

g) conc__ve

h) ach___vable

3. Write out the exceptions to the ‘i before e’ rule
retrieve
weird

seize
niece

protein
shield

nutrients

siege

4. Read the passage below and write down all the ie/ei words you can
spot.
Mrs Elizabeth Carver, niece of the Chief of Police, was besieged by
wasps in her home yesterday. A ceiling fell down and knocked off an
old mantelpiece. Hundreds of wasps flew out.
She shielded her face with a handkerchief and dialled 999. She gave a
piercing shriek into the phone.
“Send the police! Believe me, these wasps will kill me if you don’t!”
The Chief of Police received the call and rushed to relieve her.

Summer Term 1
The ground was lit up by the
hovering spaceship.

1

a

Is this sentence
active or passive?

Can you think of a more formal
synonym to replace this adjective?

b

gutted

Underline the object of the sentence.

Insert the most appropriate
punctuation mark between the
two independent clauses in the
sentence below.

d

The golfer dropped to his knees
in celebration he had finally
won a major tournament.

Mr Whoops has got in a muddle
with his commas. Could you
help him to add all of the missing
commas to this sentence?

e

During my magic show I
accidentally dropped my top
hat which revealed the hidden
playing cards all
fifty-two of them
to the audience.

Look at the
sentence below
and add two
modal verbs:

c

The new restaurant, The Pizza
Palace, 			 be opening
at the weekend, and my family and
I 		
go for a meal there.

Change these nouns/adjectives
into verbs by adding the suffixes
-ise, -ify, -ate or -en.

dark		
glory		
agony

f
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the Engine.

“Peter, with heroic unselfishness,
did not say anything about his
Engine till after Father had had
his dinner and his after-dinner
cigar” (paragraph 4).

3.

What should the reader think
about Peter’s actions?

Copy the phrase that shows the
Engine was badly damaged.

had good intentions.

2.

blew up

stopped working was on fire

(b) After three days it:

doll’s cradle

the rocking horse Noah’s Ark

(a) Peter’s favourite present was:

• The author recognises how desperate
Peter was to tell Father and how kind he
was to wait.
• The author thinks Peter is good to
wait and that he’s a good person/wellbehaved/patient/ respectful.

Strategies:

Carefully read the question, marking key words.
Consider where in the text you are likely to find this sentence.
Scan the relevant part of the text for the sentence shown.
Carefully read the relevant paragraph(s).
Consider what the author is communicating about Peter.

Strategies:

1 mark
•
•
•
•
•

Question focus: explain and justify inferences from the text.

2d

Also accept: “nothing else was hurt except the poor little engine” (lines
10–11).

• Carefully read the question, marking key words.
• Consider where in the text you are likely to find the answer to the
question.
• Scan that part of the text for reference to the Engine being damaged.
• Carefully read the relevant paragraph(s).
• Select words from the text to use in your answer.

Question focus: explain the meaning of words in context.

1 mark

• Carefully read the question, marking key words.
• Consider where in the text you’ll need to look for the answers.
• Carefully read that part of the text.

Strategies:

Question focus: retrieve and record information.

Useful strategies

2a

1 mark

(b) blew up

“what was left of the Engine” (line 30).

2b

(a) the Engine

CD/Mark

Answer

1.

Circle the correct option to
complete the sentences.

Question

The Railway Children- Answers
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!

!

!
!

!

Father returned from the country.

Peter was given the Engine for his
10th Birthday.

Peter told Father about the
Engine.

Father went to the country.

Three days later the engine blew
up.

Father will mend the engine on
Saturday.

Number these events to show the
order in which they occurred.

6.

!

State two reasons why it is
appropriate for father to say “fire
away!” (paragraph 6).

Father had made a replacement
rocking horse.

No one could mend the rocking
horse, except Father.

The rocking horse had been
thrown out.

Father had performed surgery on
the horse.

This sentence about the rocking
horse has the same meaning as:
Tick one.

“Once he had saved its life when
all human aid was despaired of,
and the poor creature was given
up for lost” (paragraph 3).

5.

!

!

!

!

4.

2 marks

Peter was given the Engine for his 10th
birthday.

Father will mend the engine on Saturday.

Peter told Father about the Engine.

Father returned from the country.

Three days later the engine blew up.

2c

2 marks

2g

Carefully read the question, marking key words.
Decide where in the text the words might lie.
Scan the text to find the words.
Carefully read the part of the text containing the words.
Skim read the rest of the text to create the overall context.

Carefully read the question, marking key words.
Where in the text do you think you’ll find the answer to the question?
Scan the relevant part of the text for references to mending the engine.
Carefully read the relevant paragraph(s).
Use words from the text in your answer.
Award 1 mark if three or four consecutive events are correctly numbered.

Award 2 marks for all answers correct.

•
•
•
•
•

Strategies:

Question focus: summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph.

Award 1 mark for each reason.

•
•
•
•
•

Strategies:

Question focus: explain how meaning is enhanced through choice of
words and phrases.

Carefully read the question, marking key words.
Consider where in the text you are likely to find this sentence.
Scan the relevant part of the text for the sentence shown.
Carefully read the paragraph.
Look behind the ironic tone to identify the meaning.

Strategies:

1 mark
•
•
•
•
•

Question focus: identify the meaning of words in context.

2a

Father went to the country.

• Father is ready to listen and is inviting
Peter to speak.
• “Fire” also relates to the explosion.
• “Fire away” is an invitation to speak.
• “Fire” is the cause of the Engine’s
damage.

No one could mend the rocking horse,
except Father.

LO: To spell 'ie' and 'ei' words correctly- ANSWERS
1. Copy each sentence with the correct spelling of the world.
a) “I alone in the universe can wield such power,” said Andy.
b) Sarah was very relieved that her sister was okay.
c) Please be brief because I don’t have much time.
d) Don’t do that to the telephone receiver- you’ll break it.
e) Don’t try to deceive me.
f) The idea was conceived by the pupil council members.

2. Write out the words with either ei or ie to complete the word
a) believable b)fierce
c) neighbour
d)reign
e) mischievous

f) hygiene

g) conceive

h) achievable

3. Write out the exceptions to the ‘i before e’ rule
retrieve
weird

seize
niece

protein
shield

nutrients

siege

4. Read the passage below and write down all the ie/ei words you can
spot.
Mrs Elizabeth Carver, niece of the Chief of Police, was besieged by
wasps in her home yesterday. A ceiling fell down and knocked off an
old mantelpiece. Hundreds of wasps flew out.
She shielded her face with a handkerchief and dialled 999. She gave a
piercing shriek into the phone.
“Send the police! Believe me, these wasps will kill me if you don’t!”
The Chief of Police received the call and rushed to relieve her.

Romulus and Remus answers

1 agitated

1 mark (Content Domain 2a)

2

True
Rhea Silvia’s parents were related to Aeneas.

False

✓
✓

Mars rescued Rhea Silvia from the tomb.
Romulus and Remus were raised by a wolf.

✓

1 mark for all three correct (Content Domain 2c)

3 The Gods moved from Greece to Italy.

1 mark (Content Domain 2a)

4 The author repeats ‘perhaps’, which shows her uncertainty about the source of the twins’
characteristics.

1 mark (Content Domain 2g)

5 To answer this question, pupils should be able to infer that the presence of the wolf and the
woodpecker implies that Mars was protecting his sons.
1 mark (Content Domain 2d)

6 To answer this question, pupils need to infer that the phrase ‘Ah, but weren’t Romulus and
Remus the sons of Mars, the descendants of Aeneas?’ suggests that no harm would come
to the twins.
Pupils need to copy the quotation in full for this question.

8

1 mark (Content Domain 2d)

7

In this question, pupils are asked to make links between the words
chosen by the author and how they enhance the idea of a siege. This question also relies on
an understanding of Mars’s role as the God of War. Pupils should refer to the sentence: ‘He
blasted her with love, bombarded her with tender words, shot her full of passion.’
Accept answers which list the words blasted, bombarded and shot without copying out the
sentence. Pupils should include all three words in their response. 1 mark (Content Domain 2g)
Extension: In answering why the author chose to use this language when writing about Mars,
pupils need to explain that Mars was the God of War and so the use of combative language is
reflective of his warlike characteristics.
1 additional mark (Content Domain 2g)

8

Pupils should explain how the word ‘brawling’ suggests that the twins
argued and fought with each other. This question relies on an understanding of vocabulary
as well as recognising that the author has chosen the word to enhance our understanding
of the characters. (The twins’ tendency to fight each other is significant in the resolution of
the story.)
1 mark (Content Domain 2g)

9

This question requires pupils to understand the word ‘villainous’. If
answering ‘yes’, they need to infer which of Mars’s actions could be interpreted as villainous.
Evidence could include:
• He wooed Rhea Silvia despite knowing the promise she had made.
• He could have released Rhea Silvia from her tomb, but he had moved on.
If answering ‘no’, pupils may point to the presence of the wolf and the woodpecker, which
suggests that Mars was protecting Romulus and Remus.
1 mark (Content Domain 2d)

10 In answering this question, pupils are required to gather evidence from
across the text. They then need to infer how different characters’ actions could be interpreted.
Pupils should locate two examples from this list:
• They were brought into the world as a consequence of the actions of Mars and
Rhea Silvia.
• They were ordered to be drowned by their grandparents.
• They were saved from drowning by the servants who left them at the edge of the river
instead of drowning them in the middle.
• They were rescued from starvation by the wolf who took them to her den and
suckled them.
• They were brought up by the herdsman and his wife who should have taken them to the
authorities.
Up to 2 marks (Content Domain 2d)

9

Year 6 Summer Term 1 Answers
The ground was lit up by the
hovering spaceship.

a

Is this sentence
active or passive?

Can you think of a more formal
synonym to replace this adjective?

1

b

Accept more formal synonyms, e.g.
devastated, traumatised, distraught.

passive
Underline the object of the sentence.

Insert the most appropriate
punctuation mark between the
two independent clauses in the
sentence below.

d

The golfer dropped to his knees
in celebration: he had finally
won a major tournament.

Mr Whoops has got in a muddle
with his commas. Could you
help him to add all of the missing
commas to this sentence?

c

Look at the
sentence below
and add two
modal verbs:
Accept two modal verbs that make
sense in the sentence, i.e. will,
might, may, can, should.

e

During my magic show, I
accidentally dropped my top
hat, which revealed the hidden
playing cards to
the audience.

Change these nouns/adjectives
into verbs by adding the suffixes
-ise, -ify, -ate or -en.

dark		

darken

glory		

glorify

agony

agonise

f

